
Language Paper 1

•How many marks?
•Which questions do you do?
•How long on each question?
•Which question is on 

language?
•Which question is on 

structure?



Friday 8th April

What are we learning? 
How to improve our Q3 
responses
Why? 
To prepare for our PPEs
Words
Overview, quotations, 
methods, effects



Term 4 and 5 Weekly Focus

28th Feb Macbeth

7th March Language Paper 2 

14th March Unseen Poetry 

21st March PPE DIRT Lang 1/ ACC/ Poetry

28th March Macbeth
Y11 Parents’ Evening

4th April Language Paper 1

EASTER Revision

25th April Language Paper 2

2nd May Literature ACC and Anthology Poetry 

9th May Language Paper 1 

16th May Language Paper 1 GCSE
Wed 18th May

23rd May Literature 1 GCSE
(ACC and Anthology Poetry) Wed 25th May 

HALF-
TERM

6th June Literature 2 GCSE
(Shakespeare and Unseen Poetry)
Wed 8th June  
Language Paper 2 GCSE Fri 10th June







Q2 – ask yourself:
• What are Mr Fisher’s views on 

books and stories of the past?
• Where does the writer use 

interesting language to show 
this?

• What is the effect on the 
reader?

Choose three good quotations to write about 
(include some figurative language).



Question Two
Ask yourself:

• What are Mr Fisher’s views on books and stories of the past?

• Where does the writer use interesting language to show this?

• What is the effect on the reader?

• Write about language first

• Look for metaphor, simile, personification.

• Then powerful verbs, adjectives, adverbs.

• Avoid writing about sentence structures and punctuation (unless you have 
a really clear point and can say something about the effect on the reader)



What can we say about this quotation?

‘When books were golden’

Language technique 
and quotation

Effect on reader

Powerful adjective 
‘golden’

Positive and suggests 
the books were 
glowing or precious..



Now write your Question 2 response (10 minutes)

• The writer presents Mr Fisher’s ideas views on books 
of the past as…

• The writer says…

• The use of the word/phrase/technique… suggests

• This creates an impression/feeling/idea of…which 
makes the reader understand…

•Another way the writer uses language is by… 





Now re-write your Q2 
response, making sure that 
your answer has:

1. A clear focus on method
2. A quotation
3. An explanation of the 

effect on the reader:
• ‘this metaphor conveys…
• ‘this suggests…’
• ‘this makes the reader 

think…’
• ‘this implies…’



Question Three



Q3
At the beginning of the source, the writer focuses our attention on 
introducing Mr Fisher, the protagonist. We learn that he is a teacher 
who ‘lives alone in a small terraced house.’ The writer explains that 
he has had a ‘disappointing term’ and that he is not looking forward 
to marking his books. At this point, we feel that his life is boring and 
repetitive and he has nothing to look forward to apart from ‘home: 
dinner, bed.’

The writer then introduces Tibbet, who is described as…

It is important for the writer to introduce him now because…

The main change takes place when…

The writer shows Mr Fisher’s reaction as…

This surprises the reader because…



Question Three



Q3 - What is meant by ‘structure’?

On a simple 
level:

•beginnings

• endings

•perspective 
shifts

• topic change

Structure can also include:
Foregrounding (what is focused on – character, place, 
another element
Paragraphing – long, single word or single sentence 
paragraphs
Chronology or sequence (flashbacks, cliffhangers)
Focus shifts – changes in topics, shift from describing 
language to characters
Tense – past, present, future – does it change? 
Use of time (Years, seasons, time of day)
Pace of events
Patterns such as repetition, listing or contrast
Connection between first and last sentence



Q 3 Structure – identify the key moments or shifts in the source.

1. Make a point about what is being focused on
2. Support with a quotation
3. Write about why the writer does this and the 

effect on the reader:
‘The writer does this so that…’
‘This shows that…’ 
‘This makes the reader feel…’ 
‘This is a contrast to …’ 
‘This helps to explain what happens later…’
‘ This reminds the reader of …’



To improve

1. Make a point about what is being 
focused on

2. Support with a quotation

3. Write about why the writer does this 
and the effect on the reader:

• ‘The writer does this so that…’

• ‘This shows that…’ 

• ‘ This makes the reader feel…’ 

• ‘This is a contrast to …’ 

• ‘ This reminds the reader of …’

What happens –
structural device 
(quotation)

Effect on reader

We learn about Mr 
Fisher’s life

Background information 
to introduce us to him

Focus shift to his views on 
education

We learn how difficult it 
is to engage his 
students – important as 
it explains his response 
later



Now write your Q3 response (10 minutes)

• Terminology – At the beginning of the text the writer focuses 
our attention on… Introduces… sets the scene… uses 
foreshadowing… Later on the focus shifts… The writer 
introduces some dialogue… We then move forward… At the 
end of the text we are shown… cliffhanger… denouement…

• Examples – For example… when it says… this is shown to be… 
we see that they are …

• Effect – This interests the reader because… we learn that… this 
makes the reader feel pity/ sympathy… the reader is intrigued/ 
alarmed/ suspicious/ concerned/ surprised… the reader 
realises/ understands/ wants to know/ is left feeling …





Now re-write your Q3 response, 
making sure that your answer:

1. Identifies a structural feature/ what 
the writer is focusing the reader on

2. Quotation

3. Explains the effect of this use of 
structure on the reader:

‘The writer does this so that…’
‘This shows that…’ 
‘ This makes the reader feel…’ 
‘This helps to explain what happens 
later…’
‘This is a contrast to …’ 
‘ This reminds the reader of …’


